Background {#Sec1}
==========

Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P), produced by sphingosine kinase (Sphk), is a biologically active signaling lipid \[[@CR1]\]. S1P regulates vascular development and function, including vascular maturation \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. S1P receptor (S1PR1) is a biologically active sphingolipid metabolite that mediates S1P activity and promotes cell proliferation and survival \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. S1PR1 is widely expressed in vascular endothelial cells and is required for embryonic vascular development and maturation \[[@CR6]\]. Estrogen (the growth-stimulating hormone in breast cancer cells) was shown to stimulate endothelial cell growth via S1PR1 \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. In the tumor microenvironment, S1P exhibits multiple functions: (a) it increases the survival of macrophages; (b) it serves as the "come-and-get-me" signal of dead cells, attracting and enhancing macrophage migration by combining with S1PR1; (c) it stimulates the polarization of TAM/M2 macrophages by activating S1PR1/2/4 \[[@CR9]--[@CR11]\]. Accumulating evidence demonstrated that tumor progression requires new blood vessel growth, which is achieved by producing angiogenic factors that can activate vascular endothelial cells \[[@CR12]\]. Tumor cells release angiogenic stimuli, such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-a, which leads to angiogenesis and tumor growth \[[@CR13]\]. Studies have shown that S1PR1 inhibits VEGF signaling by promoting the interaction between VE-cadherin and VEGFR2, thereby inhibiting VEGF-induced vascular sprouting \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\].

However, the role of S1PR1 in tumorigenesis and its prognostic value are unclear. A preclinical study on human breast cancer cells found that S1PR1 antibody can enhance the cytotoxic and anti-proliferative effect of carboplatin on MDA-MB-231 and SK-BR-3 (HER2 subtype) cells, respectively \[[@CR16]\]. Lei et al. found that S1PR1 signaling has tumor-suppressive effects and survival benefits in breast cancer \[[@CR17]\]. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the role of S1PR1 in tumor development and progression. Transcriptome analysis can be used to predict important issues, such as the intrinsic subtype of the primary tumor, tumor grade, drug reactivity, and recurrence risk \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\].

Herein, we used Oncomine, Kaplan-Meier plotter, PrognoScan, UALCAN and GEPIA datasets to analyze S1PR1 expression and its relationship with the prognosis of cancer patients. Furthermore, we studied the correlation between S1PR1 and tumor-infiltrated immune cells in the tumor microenvironment using TIMER. Our results shed light on the important role of S1PR1 in breast and lung cancer, and determined that it is closely related to tumor immunity.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Oncomine database analysis {#Sec3}
--------------------------

The Oncomine database (<https://www.oncomine.org/resource/login.html>) was used to evaluate the expression level of *S1PR1* in various types of cancers \[[@CR21]\]. The thresholds were a *P*-value of 0.0001, fold change of 2.0 and data type was mRNA.

PrognoScan database analysis {#Sec4}
----------------------------

The PrognoScan database ([www.prognoscan.org/](http://www.prognoscan.org/)) was used to test S1PR1 expression and survival in various types of cancers \[[@CR22]\]. The threshold was an adjusted Cox *P*-value of \< 0.05.

C-BioPortal database analysis {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

c-BioPortal (<http://cbioportal.org>) contains multidimensional cancer genomics data sets \[[@CR23]\]. *S1PR1* mutations and copy number variation (CNV) in breast and lung cancers were analyzed using c-BioPortal. The OncoPrint tab was used to obtain an overview of the genetic alterations for each sample.

Kaplan-Meier plotter {#Sec6}
--------------------

Kaplan-Meier Plotter (<https://kmplot.com/>) was applied to assess the prognostic value of S1PR1. Grouped according to the median expression of S1PR1 (high vs low expression), all patients were analyzed for overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS), and Kaplan-Meier was used to draw a survival chart \[[@CR24]\].

Immune infiltrates analysis using the TIMER {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------

TIMER 2.0 (<https://cistrome.shinyapps.io/timer/>) was used to analyze immune infiltrates across different types of cancer \[[@CR25]\]. Especially, the expression of S1PR1 in different cancer types, and the correlation between the expression of S1PR1 and the abundance of immune invasion was determined. In addition, the correlation between S1PR1 expression and tumor infiltrating immune cell gene markers was also explored through related modules.

Gene correlation analysis using GEPIA {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------

GEPIA (<http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/index.html>) was used to confirm the genes with significantly correlated expression levels in TIMER \[[@CR26]\]. The Spearman method was used to determine the correlation coefficients. The tumor tissue datasets were used for analysis.

LinkedOmics database analysis {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

The LinkedOmics database (<http://www.linkedomics.org/login.php>) was used to analyze S1PR1 co-expression based on Pearson's correlation coefficients. The results were visually evaluated using volcano plots and heat maps. The function module of LinkedOmics was used to analyze gene ontology (GO) biological processes (BP) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways by a gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). The rank criterion was FDR \< 0.05 and 500 simulations were performed \[[@CR27]\].

UALCAN database analysis {#Sec10}
------------------------

UALCAN (<http://ualcan.path.uab.edu>) included the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) level RNA sequences. Clinical data from 31 cancer types were used to analyze the relative expression of genes in tumor and normal samples according to tumor stage, tumor grade or other clinicopathological characteristics \[[@CR28]\].

S1PR1 mRNA expression level analysis {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

Gene expression data of breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), and lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) in TCGA were downloaded in UCSC Xena (<https://xenabrowser.net>). S1PR1 mRNA expression level was compared between cancerous and normal tissue using Mann-Whitney test with *P* \< 0.05 setting as a cut-off.

Statistical analysis {#Sec12}
--------------------

Gene expression data in the Oncomine database was analyzed using *p*-value, fold change, and mRNA data type. The survival curves were generated via Kaplan-Meier plots and PrognoScan database are displayed with HR and P or Cox *P*-values from a log-rank test. Spearman correlation analysis was used to evaluate the correlation of gene expression in TIMER and LinkedOmics databases. *P* \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results {#Sec13}
=======

S1PR1 mRNA expression levels in different types of human cancers {#Sec14}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The Oncomine database was used to analyze *S1PR1* mRNA levels in tumor tissues and normal tissues of various cancer types. S1PR1 expression was lower in most tumor tissues, including sarcoma, bladder, brain, central nervous system, breast, colorectal, leukemia, lung, myeloma, and ovarian cancer tissues, than in normal tissues (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). The mRNA-seq data from TCGA were analyzed using TIMER to verify these findings. Data from TCGA shown that the differential expression of S1PR1 between the tumor and adjacent normal tissues is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. Compared with adjacent normal tissues, *S1PR1* expression was significantly reduced in bladder urothelial carcinoma (BLCA), BRCA, cholangiocarcinoma (CHOL), colon adenocarcinoma (COAD), esophageal carcinoma (ESCA), head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), kidney chromophobe (KICH), kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma (KIRP), liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC), LUAD, LUSC, prostate adenocarcinoma (PRAD), rectum adenocarcinoma (READ), skin cutaneous melanoma (SKCM), stomach adenocarcinoma (STAD), and uterine corpus endometrial carcinoma (UCEC). However, S1PR1 expression was significantly higher in kidney renal clear cell carcinoma (KIRC) and thyroid carcinoma (THCA) than in adjacent normal tissues (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). These data showed that alterations in S1PR1 expression depend on the tumor type, suggesting that this gene exerts diverse functions in various tumors. Fig. 1S1PR1 expression levels in different types of human cancers. **a** Differences in S1PR1 between cancer tissues and normal tissues based on data in the Oncomine database. (*P* = 1E-04, Fold change = 2, Data type = mRNA) (**b**) Human *S1PR1* expression levels in different tumor types from TCGA database were determined using TIMER 2.0. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001

Prognostic evaluation of S1PR1 in cancers {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------------

We investigated whether S1PR1 expression is related to prognosis. The effect of S1PR1 expression on survival was evaluated by PrognoScan. Two probes (204642_at and 239401_at) matching S1PR1 were detected. Notably, in three breast cancer cohorts (GSE1456-GPL96, GSE7378, and GSE12276), low S1PR1 expression was significantly associated with a poorer prognosis breast cancer (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--f). We used the Kaplan-Meier plotter database to further examine the prognostic value of S1PR1 in breast cancer. Poor prognosis based on recurrence-free survival (RFS) in breast cancer was significantly correlated with low S1PR1 expression (HR = 0.67, *P* = 7.1e-13), but a significant correlation was not observed for overall survival (OS) (HR = 0.86, *P* = 0.17) and post-progression survival PPS (HR = 1.03, *P* = 0.82) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}g--i). Its determined that the low expression of S1PR1 is an independent risk factor for poor prognosis of breast cancer. In addition, low S1PR1 expression was also related to poor prognosis in two cohorts of patients with lung cancer (GSE31210 and GSE8894), as determined using two probes (204642_at and 239401_at) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}j--l). Kaplan-Meier plotter database also showed that low expression of S1PR1 was an independent risk factor for poor prognosis of lung cancer (overall survival, HR = 0.7, *P* = 6.9e-08; recurrence-free survival, HR = 0.71, *P* = 0.00035), but not related to post-progression survival in lung cancer (HR = 0.82, *P* = 0.14) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}m--o). Fig. 2Prognostic value of S1PR1 in cancers. **a**--**f** Kaplan-Meier survival curves comparing high and low expression of S1PR1 in breast cancers using PrognoScan. Survival curves based on OS, DSS, and DFS in three breast cancer cohorts \[GSE1456-GPL96 (*n* = 159), GSE7378 (*n* = 54) and GSE12276 (*n* = 204)\]. **g**--**i** Survival curves for breast cancers based on mRNA-seq data from TCGA of Kaplan--Meier plotter databases. **j**--**l** Kaplan--Meier survival curves comparing high and low expression of S1PR1 in lung cancers using PrognoScan. Survival curves based on RFS in two three lung cancer cohorts \[GSE31210 (*n* = 204) and GSE8894 (*n* = 138)\]. **m**--**o** Survival curves for lung cancers based on mRNA-seq data from TCGA of Kaplan--Meier plotter databases. OS = Overall survival; RFS = Relapse-Free Survival; PPS = Post-progression survival; DSS = Disease-specific survival; DFS = Disease-free survival

Furthermore, we found that low S1PR1 expression was associated with a poor prognosis in patients with soft tissue, blood, and brain cancers (Fig. S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}a--c). In contrast, low S1PR1 expression was an independent risk factor for a good prognosis in gastric cancer (Fig. S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}d--g). These results confirmed the prognostic value of S1PR1 in specific types of cancer; both high and low S1PR1 expression was associated with prognosis depending on the type of cancer. Based on the consistent results for the associations between S1PR1 expression and survival in breast and lung cancers, we focused on the precise effects of S1PR1 in these two cancer types, as well as the underlying mechanisms.

Correlations between clinical characteristics and S1PR1 expression in breast cancer and lung cancer {#Sec16}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used the Kaplan-Meier plotter to study the relationship between S1PR1 expression and clinical characteristics in patients with breast cancer and lung cancer. Low expression of S1PR1 was associated with worse overall survival (OS) in male and female patients with lung adenocarcinoma (*P* \< 0.05) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In particular, low S1PR1 mRNA expression was correlated with worse OS in stage 1 (*P* = 9.20E-13) and early-stage (AJCC stage M) (*P* = 0.013) lung cancer (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Low S1PR1 mRNA expression was related to poor OS in patients with (*P* = 0.023) or without (*P* = 0.00075) a smoking history (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In addition, low S1PR1 mRNA expression was related to worse OS in patients who did not receive chemotherapy or radiotherapy. These findings strongly suggest that low S1PR1 mRNA expression is correlated with poor OS in lung cancer (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In BRCA, low S1PR1 mRNA expression was related to poor OS in ER-positive or HER2-negative patients and in the luminal androgen receptor subtype (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Taken together, high expression of *S1PR1* could be considered a good prognostic indictor for breast and lung cancers depending on the clinical characteristics. Table 1Correlation between *S1PR1* mRNA expression and prognosis in lung cancer with respect to clinicopathological factorsClinicopathological characteristicsOverall survivalNHazard ratio*P*-valueSex Female7150.72 (0.57--0.91)**0.0064** Male11000.72 (0.61--0.84)**4.90E-05**Histology Adenocarcinoma7200.57 (0.45--0.73)**5.90E-06** Squamous cell carcinoma5240.85 (0.67--1.07)0.1677Stage 15770.35 (0.26--0.47)**9.20E-13** 22440.74 (0.51--1.07)1.13E-01 3701.03 (0.6--1.77)9.20E-01 44NANAGrade I2011.19 (0.83--1.71)0.34 II3100.83 (0.6--1.13)0.23 III770.61 (0.32--1.19)0.15AJCC stage T 12371.01 (0.76--1.34)0.9527 23890.77 (0.62--0.96)0.019 3811.47 (0.89--2.43)0.13 4460.98 (0.52--1.850.95AJCC stage N 07810.85 (0.68--1.04)0.12 1561.78 (0.89--3.57)0.098 21111.27 (0.84--1.9)0.2515AJCC stage M 06810.77 (0.62--0.95)**0.013** 110NANASmoking history Exclude those never smoked8200.79 (0.64--0.94)**0.023** Only those never smoked1050.37 (0.21--0.68)**0.00075**Chemotherapy No3100.71 (0.51--1)**0.046** Yes1761.11 (0.74--1.67)0.62Radiotherapy No2710.69 (0.48--0.99)**0.042** Yes701.04 (0.61--1.78)0.8745Bold values indicate *P* \< 0.05; NA: noneTable 2Correlations between *S1PR1* mRNA expression and clinical prognosis in breast cancer with respect to clinicopathological factorsClinicopathological characteristicsOverallNHazard ratio*P*-valueER status ER positive20610.79 (0.67--0.94)**0.0057** ER negative8010.95 (0.7--1.18)0.62PR status PR positive5890.91 (0.64--1.29)0.6024 PR negative5491.02 (0.76--1.36)0.9124HER2 status HER2 positive2521.13 (0.73--1.75)0.5743 HER2 negative8000.75 (0.57--0.96)**0.0247**Intrinsic subtype Basal2411.23 (0.75--2.01)0.41 Luminal A6110.75 (0.52--1.06)0.1 Luminal B4330.97 (0.67--1.41)0.88 HER2+1470.67 (0.35--1.28)0.2235Lymph node status Lymph node positive3130.94 (0.64--1.38)0.75 Lymph node negative5941.07 (0.73--1.55)0.74Grade 13450.68 (0.4--1.15)0.1461 29010.94 (0.74--1.2)0.63 39030.93 (0.75--1.16)0.5257TP53 status Mutated1881.17 (0.73--1.88)0.52 Wild type2730.81 (0.42--1.54)0.52Pietenpol subtype Basal-like 1581.69 (0.55--5.17)0.35 Basal-like 2380.96 (0.28--3.34)0.95 Immunomodulatory1001.67 (0.65--4.32)0.28 Mesenchymal730.79 (0.36--1.73)0.56 Mesenchymal stem -like19NANA Luminal androgen receptor2030.46 (0.3--0.71)**0.0002**Systemically untreated patients Include14020.86 (0.69--1.07)0.17 Exclude39510.67 (0.6--0.75)**7.1E-13**Bold values indicate *P* \< 0.05; NA: none

Decreased expression of S1PR1 in breast cancer and lung cancer patients {#Sec17}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We further analyzed the expression of S1PR1 in breast and lung cancers. Gene expression data of breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) and lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) in TCGA were downloaded and *S1PR1* mRNA expression level was compared between tumor and normal tissue. As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, the expression of S1PR1 was significantly decreased in tumor tissues of BRCA, LUAD and LUSC (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). In comparison with normal control tissues, breast cancer and lung cancer tissues presented lower expression of S1PR1, which was also observed by GEPIA analysis (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). Furthermore, we analyzed TCGA data using the UALCAN database. Compared to normal tissues, S1PR1 mRNA expression was significantly decreased in primary tumors and tumor stages (stage 1, stage 2, stage 3, and stage 4) of BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c--e). Taken together, these data confirmed the down-regulation of S1PR1 expression in breast cancer and lung cancer patients. Fig. 3Decreased expression of S1PR1 in breast and lung cancer patients (**a**) Gene expression data of breast invasive carcinoma (BRCA), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), and lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) in TCGA were downloaded in UCSC Xena. S1PR1 mRNA expression level was compared between cancerous and normal tissue using Mann-Whitney test with *P* \< 0.05 setting as cut-off. **b** The expression of S1PR1 in BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC were analysis using GEPIA. T: tumor, N: normal tissue, NUM = number. **c**--**e** S1PR1 mRNA expression level was expressed as box plots using the UALCAN database. mRNA expression of S1PR1 in normal control and BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC tumors: (Left) primary tumors, (Right) individual cancer stage. \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \*\*\**P* \< 0.001

Regulators of S1PR1 in breast cancer and lung cancer {#Sec18}
----------------------------------------------------

We used the LinkedOmics function module to detect the S1PR1 regulatory network to further understand the biological role of S1PR1 in breast cancer and lung cancer. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a--c shows genes with significantly positive (dark red dots) and negative (dark green dots) correlations with S1PR1 (false discovery rate, FDR \< 0.01). The top 50 positively and negatively related genes are shown in a heat map in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d--f. A Gene Ontology (GO)-based gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) showed that genes that are co-expressed with S1PR1 are enriched for vasculogenesis and the purinergic receptor signaling pathway, while genes related to mitochondria and RNA transcript processing were inhibited in breast cancer (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}g). Similarly, GO annotation results showed that genes co-expressed with S1PR1 are primarily associated with vasculogenesis, the purinergic receptor signaling pathway, and the phospholipase C-activating G protein coupled receptor signaling pathway, while tRNA metabolic process, RNA modification, and RNA transcript processing were inhibited in lung cancer (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}h--i). A KEGG pathway analysis showed enrichment for hematopoietic cell lineage, *Staphylococcus aureus* infection, and renin secretion pathways in both breast cancer and lung cancer. Spliceosome, DNA replication, and proteasome pathways were inhibited in both tumor types (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}j-l). These results suggest that S1PR1 contributes to various processes in tumor development at least partially through regulate vasculogenesis. Fig. 4*S1PR1* co-expression genes in breast and lung cancer. **a**--**c** The *S1PR1* highly correlated genes identified by Pearson test in BRCA **(a)**, LUAD **(b)**, and LUSC **(c)**. **d**--**f** The heat map shows that in BRCA (**d**), LUAD (**e**), and LUSC (**f**), the first 50 genes are positively (red) and negatively (blue) correlated with *S1PR1*. **g**--**i** Significantly enriched GO annotations of *S1PR1* in BRCA (g), LUAD (h), and LUSC (i). **j**--**l** Significantly enriched KEGG pathways of *S1PR1* in BRCA (j), LUAD (**k**), and LUSC (**l**)

Genomic alterations in S1PR1 in breast cancer and lung cancer {#Sec19}
-------------------------------------------------------------

cBioPortal database was used to determine the types and frequencies of S1PR1 alterations in BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC. *S1PR1* was altered in 4% of patients with BRCA. These alterations included mRNA missense mutations, amplifications, and deletions (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). *S1PR1* was altered in 6% of patients with LUAD and 2.3% of patients with LUSC, including mRNA missense mutations, truncating mutations, amplifications, and deletions (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Moreover, S1PR1 CNV was associated with OS in LUAD but not with OS or DFS in BRCA and LUSC (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b--d). These results suggest that mutations in S1PR1 are associated with prognosis in LUAD. Fig. 5*S1PR1* genomic alterations in breast and lung cancer. **a** OncoPrint of *S1PR1* alterations in BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC. Different types of genetic alterations highlighted in different colors. **b**--**d** The relationship between genetic alterations and *S1PR1* (OS/DFS) in BRCA (b), LUAD (c), and LUSC (d). Logrank test was used in analysis of OS/DFS

Relationship between immune and S1PR1 expression in breast cancer and lung cancer {#Sec20}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) are lymphocytes that leave the blood circulation and migrate to the vicinity of the tumor. The amount of TIL in the tumor is an important indicator to predict the prognosis of cancer patients and the response to immunotherapy \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. Tumor purity is a key factor in analyses of immune infiltration by genomic approaches \[[@CR31]\]. Therefore, we use TIMER to investigate whether the expression of S1PR1 in breast cancer and lung cancer is related to immune infiltration. We found a significant negative correlation between the S1PR1 expression level and tumor purity in both breast cancer and lung cancer (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a--f, Left). S1PR1 was a determinant of immune infiltration in BRCA (tumor purity; *r* = − 0.508, *P* = 1.76e-66), including subtypes of BRCA (BRCA-Basal: *r* = − 0.5411, *P* = 1.28e-06; BRCA-Her2: *r* = − 0.505, *P* = 4.44e-06 and BRCA-Luminal: *r* = − 0.557, *P* = 9.15e-46). S1PR1 was related to immune infiltration in lung cancer, including LUAD (tumor purity; *r* = − 0.353, *P* = 6.05e-16) and LUSC (tumor purity; *r* = − 0.402, *P* = 5.20e-20). Fig. 6Correlations between S1PR1 expression and immune infiltration levels in breast and lung cancer. **a** S1PR1 expression was significantly negatively related to tumor purity and significantly positively correlated with infiltrating levels of CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic cells in BRCA (*n* = 1093). **b** S1PR1 expression was significantly negatively related to tumor purity and was significant positively correlated with infiltrating levels of CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, and dendritic cells in BRCA-Basal (*n* = 139). **c** S1PR1 expression was significantly negatively related to tumor purity and was significantly positively correlated with infiltrating levels of CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, neutrophils, and dendritic cells in BRCA-Her2 (*n* = 67). **d** S1PR1 expression was significantly negatively related to tumor purity and was significantly positively correlated with infiltrating levels of CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic cells in BRCA-Luminal (*n* = 611). **e** S1PR1 expression was significantly negatively related to tumor purity and was significantly positively correlated with infiltrating levels of CD8+ T cells, macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic cells in LUAD (*n* = 457). **f** S1PR1 expression was significantly negatively related to tumor purity and was significant positively correlated with infiltrating levels of B cells, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, macrophages, neutrophils, and dendritic cells in LUSC (*n* = 457). Spearman's correlation coefficients were used for analyses. \* *P* \< 0.01; \*\* *P* \< 0.001; \*\*\* *P* \< 0.0001

Furthermore, the relationship between S1PR1 and specific immune infiltrates in breast cancer and lung cancer were analyzed. The S1PR1 expression level was significantly positively correlated with levels of infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.38, *P* = 5.97e-35), CD4^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.335, *P* = 1.03e-26), macrophages (*r* = 0.219, *P* = 3.67e-12), neutrophils (*r* = 0.168 *P* = 2.03e-07), and DCs (*r* = 0.208, *P* = 9.14e-11) in BRCA (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). In BRCA-Basal, there were slight positive correlations between S1PR1 expression levels and levels of infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.279, *P* = 1.76e-03) and CD4^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.237, *P* = 8.52e-03). Similarly, there were positive correlations with infiltrating levels of CD8^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.546, *P* = 1.13e-05), CD4^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.529, *P* = 2.00e-05), neutrophils (*r* = 0.342, *P* = 8.57e-03), and DCs (*r* = 0.488, *P* = 1.35e-04) in BRCA-Her2. S1PR1 expression levels were positively correlated with levels of infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.147, *P* = 3.43e-21), CD4^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.316, *P* = 6.26e-14), macrophages (*r* = 0.151, *P* = 4.14e-04), neutrophils (*r* = 0.147, *P* = 6.67e-04), and DCs (*r* = 0.213, *P* = 6.44e-07) in BRCA-Luminal tumors (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). We also found that S1PR1 expression levels were positively correlated with levels of infiltrating CD8^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.308, *P* = 3.61e-12), macrophages (*r* = 0.376, *P* = 1.01e-17), neutrophils (*r* = 0.246, *P* = 4.15e-08), and DCs (*r* = 0.207, *P* = 4.16e-06) in LUAD. In addition, there were positive correlations with levels of infiltrating B cells (*r* = 0.358, *P* = 1.27e-15), CD8+ T cells (*r* = 0.459, *P* = 3.83e-26), CD4^+^ T cells (*r* = 0.338, *P* = 3.98e-14), macrophages (*r* = 0.586, *P* = 2.61e-45), neutrophils (*r* = 0.453, *P* = 1.79e-25), and DCs (*r* = 0.56, *P* = 2.12e-40) in LUSC. These results strongly suggest that S1PR1 plays a special role in the immune infiltration of breast and lung cancers, and has a particularly strong effect on T cells, macrophages, neutrophils and DCs. These observed correlations between S1PR1 and various types of immune cells in breast and lung cancers indicated that S1PR1 may have high prognostic value.

Correlations between S1PR1 expression and immune markers {#Sec21}
--------------------------------------------------------

We further evaluated the correlations between S1PR1 and markers of various immune cells in breast cancer and lung cancer using TIMER (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) and GEPIA databases (Table S[1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). The correlations between S1PR1 expression and immune marker genes for different immune cell populations, including CD8^+^ T cells, T cells (general), B cells, monocytes, TAMs, M1, and M2 macrophages, neutrophils, NK cells, DCs, and various functional T cells, such as Th1 cells, Th2 cells, Tfh cells, Th17 cells, and Tregs, as well as exhausted T cells were analyzed by TIMER. After adjusting for tumor purity, S1PR1 expression levels were significantly positively correlated with marker sets for various immune cells, except for NK cells, Th17, and T cell exhaustion in BRCA (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). However, S1PR1 expression levels were highly positively correlated with most immune marker sets and both T cell populations and exhausted T cells in LUAD and LUSC (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We further analyzed the correlation between S1PR1 expression and the markers using the GEPIA database, including data for BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC. The results for correlations between S1PR1 and markers of immune infiltrating cells were similar to those of the TIMER analysis (Table S[1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). This further confirms that S1PR1 is significantly related to immune infiltrating cells in lung and breast cancer, suggesting that high levels of S1PR1 could induce immune activity in the lung and breast cancer microenvironment. Table 3Correlations between S1PR1 and related genes and markers of immune cells, as evaluated using TIMERBRCALUADLUSCDescriptionGene markersPurityPurityPurityvarXcorpcorpcorpCD8+ T cellCD8A0.2671.26E-17\*\*\*0.1662.19E-04\*\*0.4116.51E-21\*\*\*CD8B0.1762.42E-08\*\*\*0.1081.66E-020.3781.22E-17\*\*\*T cell (general)CD3D0.2174.71E-12\*\*\*0.1121.28E-020.4117.60E-21\*\*\*CD3E0.2767.15E-19\*\*\*0.2268.85E-07\*\*\*0.4592.82E-26\*\*\*CD20.2023.20E-10\*\*\*0.1594.00E-04\*\*0.4387.99E-24\*\*\*B cellCD190.1567.38E-07\*\*\*0.1815.37E-05\*\*\*0.3243.78E-13\*\*\*CD79A0.1771.98E-08\*\*\*0.1721.21E-04\*\*0.3253.29E-13\*\*\*MonocyteCD860.0441.28E-010.2282.97E-07\*\*\*0.5881.27E-45\*\*\*CD115 (CSF1R)0.2021.29E-10\*\*\*0.2643.10E-08\*\*\*0.642.67E-56\*\*\*TAMCCL20.1114.68E-04\*\*0.0933.86E-020.445.89E-24\*\*\*CD680.0234.63E-010.2895.86E-11\*\*\*0.4941.18E-30\*\*\*IL100.0558.35E-020.271.10E-09\*\*\*0.5341.49E-36\*\*\*M1 MacrophageINOS (NOS2)0.2571.76E-16\*\*\*0.3747.93E-18\*\*\*0.0798.64E-02IRF50.0166.18E-01−0.0423.55E-01−0.0364.31E-01COX2 (PTGS2)0.3384.90E-28\*\*\*0.0953.58E-020.2142.37E-06\*\*\*M2 MacrophageCD1630.0567.72E-020.3314.36E-14\*\*\*0.6451.52E-57\*\*\*VSIG40.081.14E-020.2719.75E-10\*\*\*0.6254.77E-53\*\*\*MS4A4A0.231.96E-13\*\*\*0.3655.39E-17\*\*\*0.6289.28E-54\*\*\*NeutrophilsCD66b (CEACAM8)0.042.03E-010.251.95E-08\*\*\*0.2122.99E-06\*\*\*CD11b (ITGAM)0.0078.24E-010.1998.16E-06\*\*\*0.4912.66E-30\*\*\*CCR70.3161.55E-24\*\*\*0.3212.57E-13\*\*\*0.5141.70E-33\*\*\*Natural killer cellKIR2DL10.0117.27E-010.2161.30E-06\*\*\*0.1461.36E-03\*KIR2DL30.0511.10E-010.1489.96E-04\*\*0.2332.63E-07\*\*\*KIR2DL4−0.0273.95E-01−0.035.06E-010.1528.45E-04\*\*KIR3DL10.0952.63E-03\*0.1741.04E-04\*\*0.2954.85E-11\*\*\*KIR3DL20.0683.19E-020.0778.79E-020.2171.68E-06\*\*\*KIR3DL3−0.0058.75E-010.0255.81E-010.0443.43E-01KIR2DS40.0352.68E-010.1198.34E-03\*0.2211.05E-06\*\*\*Dendritic cellHLA-DPB10.2373.89E-14\*\*\*0.2614.13E-09\*\*\*0.6213.86E-52\*\*HLA-DQB10.0732.11E-020.0894.79E-020.48.84E-20\*\*\*HLA-DRA0.1567.17E-07\*\*\*0.2198.69E-07\*\*\*0.6031.29E-48\*\*HLA-DPA10.212.26E-11\*\*\*0.2254.53E-07\*\*\*0.6221.87E-52\*\*BDCA-1(CD1C)0.4611.76E-53\*\*\*0.2711.00E-09\*\*\*0.4388.69E-24\*\*\*BDCA-4(NRP1)0.4841.58E-59\*\*\*0.1741.07E-04\*\*0.4736.69E-28\*\*\*CD11c (ITGAX)0.0876.21E-03\*0.1352.69E-03\*\*\*0.4451.58E-24\*\*\*Th1T-bet (TBX21)0.2274.72E-13\*\*\*0.1824.81E-05\*\*\*0.4035.17E-20\*\*\*STAT40.2775.92E-19\*\*\*0.1313.66E-03\*\*\*0.5044.73E-32\*\*\*STAT10.1162.61E-04\*\*−0.0463.10E-010.1771.03E-04\*\*IFN-g (IFNG)0.0097.84E-01\*\*\*−0.0769.13E-020.1081.85E-02TNF-a (TNF)0.1938.08E+ 10\*\*\*−0.0769.30E-020.0691.34E-01Th2GATA30.0781.43E-020.0473.01E-010.2323.00E-07\*\*\*STAT60.2256.69E-13\*\*\*0.1382.20E-03\*0.0226.25E-01STAT5A0.1651.81E-07\*\*\*0.2482.27E-08\*\*\*0.4134.22E-21\*\*\*IL130.0481.27E-010.0711.15E-010.1991.20E-05\*\*\*TfhBCL60.1743.52E-08\*\*\*0.1198.01E-03\*0.0049.24E-01IL210.0019.77E-010.0542.34E-010.2074.92E-06\*\*\*Th17STAT30.0431.75E-010.1882.65E-05\*\*\*0.1586.09E-04\*\*IL17A−0.0539.29E-020.0334.62E-01−0.0384.09E-01TregFOXP30.0273.94E-010.0581.98E-010.3934.15E-19\*\*\*CCR80.0146.71E-010.1574.61E-04\*\*0.4647.27E-27\*\*\*STAT5B0.2838.58E-20\*\*\*0.5054.67E-12\*\*\*0.1382.47E-03\*TGFb (TGFB1)0.3213.21E-25\*\*\*0.1989.43E-06\*\*\*0.0641.64E-01T cell exhaustionPD-1 (PDCD1)0.1124.12E-04\*\*0.0512.56E-010.3613.80E-16\*\*\*CTLA40.0185.75E-010.0817.27E-02\*\*\*0.4043.88E-20\*\*\*LAG3−0.1096.00E-04\*\*−0.0354.39E-010.2123.11E-06\*\*\*TIM-3 (HAVCR2)0.0392.19E-010.2131.78E-06\*\*\*0.5898.44E-46\*\*\*GZMB0.0567.82E-020.0245.99E-010.2673.33E-09\*\*\*Fig. 7Correlations between S1PR1 expression and immune markers. Correlations between S1PR1 expression with markers of immune cells CD8+ T cell, T cell (general), B cells, monocytes, TAM, M1 macrophages, M2 macrophages, neutrophils, natural killer cells, dendritic cells, Th1, Th2, Tfh, Th17, Treg, and T cell exhaustion in BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC using TIMER 2.0

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

We systematically analyzed the expression levels of S1PR1 and the prognostic value in different types of cancers. Compared with levels in normal tissues, S1PR1 expression was significantly lower in BLCA, BRCA, CHOL, COAD, ESCA, HNSC, KICH, KIRP, LIHC, LUAD, LUSC, PRAD, READ, SKCM, STAD, and UCEC and was significantly higher in KIRC and THCA. Accordingly, S1PR1 expression patterns depend on the type of cancer. Prognostic data from Kaplan-Meier plotter showed that low levels of S1PR1 are significantly related to poor prognosis in breast cancer and lung cancer.

The down-regulation of *S1PR1* was associated with worse prognosis in breast cancer and lung cancer and was significantly related to clinical characteristics, such as gender, population, smoking status, and stage. These results suggested that S1PR1 is a prognostic biomarker in breast cancer and lung cancer. However, some literatures have reported the oncogenic role of S1PR1 in breast cancer. Lee H demonstrated that Stat3-induced S1PR1 expression, as well as S1P/S1PR1 pathway, is important for persistent Stat3 activation in cancer cells and the tumor microenvironment and for malignant progression \[[@CR32]\]. This may be one of the molecular mechanisms by which S1PR1 mediates such a complex biological response. We considered that the main reason for this inconsistency is that our study analyzed the expression of S1PR1 at the overall level. We further verified the significant reduction of S1PR1 expression in breast cancer and lung cancer patients through TCGA analysis. Another study has also claimed a survival function benefit of S1P/S1PR signaling in BRCA patients, which might explain the obstacle to relative antagonist therapy in clinics \[[@CR17]\]. A recent study determined that attenuated endothelial S1PR1 function led to increased tumor growth and metastasis, whereas S1PR1 overexpression led to smaller tumors, and strategies to enhance S1PR1 function in the tumor vasculature may potentiate the efficacy of cytotoxic and targeted anticancer therapies \[[@CR33]\]. These studies support our findings that high expression of S1PR1 is beneficial for tumor survival.

The tumor microenvironment refers to non-cancer cells in and around tumors; infiltrated of immune cells in the tumor microenvironment plays a vital function in the occurrence and development of tumors \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\]. Lymphocyte infiltration in the tumor microenvironment is an independent predictor of cancer patient survival and lymph node metastasis \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. Studies have shown that S1PR1 can affect the proliferation and differentiation of lymphocytes in the tumor microenvironment \[[@CR36]\]. The evaluation of immune cell infiltration in breast and lung cancers using the TIMER database revealed strong negative correlations between S1PR1 and tumor purity in BRCA, LUAD, and LUSC. Furthermore, the S1PR1 expression level was positively correlated with levels of CD8^+^ T, CD4^+^ T, neutrophils, macrophages, and DCs in BRCA. The correlation between S1PR1 expression and immune cell marker genes suggests that S1PR1 regulates lung cancer tumor immunity through multiple immune cell populations. These results indicate that high levels of S1PR1 could increase the cytotoxicity of the immune system and immune activation in BRCA, LUAD and LUSC by increasing the infiltration of CTLs, CD4 + T cells, and DCs. On the contrary, low expression of S1PR1 could lead to reduced infiltrated effector cells in the tumor microenvironment. As shown in recently reports, endothelial loss of S1PR1 led to a reduction in CD45+ cells, macrophages, and DCs, which influences tumor growth and metastasis \[[@CR33]\]. In addition, S1P is involved in enhancing endocytosis and migration of mature dendritic cells through S1PR3, an event that may increase the immune response to cancer cells. Our findings are consistent with such reports, and these discoveries imply that S1PR1 plays an important role in recruiting and governing immune infiltration in BRCA, LUAD and LUSC.

To further elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying the role of S1PR1 in breast and lung cancers, we used GSEA to identify pathways that are enriched in genes co-expressed with S1PR1. We found that S1PR1 was significantly associated with vasculogenesis, the purinergic receptor signaling pathway, and metabolism of nucleic acids in tumor conditions. This conclusion is consistent with previous research reports that showed that S1PR1 regulates vasculogenesis \[[@CR7]\]. Recent studies have provided potential explanations for the associations between S1PR1 expression, immune infiltration, and poor prognosis. Angiogenesis mimicry (VM) system is a blood vessel-like network in which tumor cells are co-expressed with endothelial cells and tumor markers \[[@CR37]\]. VM is closely related to a variety of human malignancies, including breast cancer \[[@CR38]\]. Angiogenesis mimicry leads to worse prognosis, increased tumor metastasis, low 5-year overall survival, and increased mortality \[[@CR39]\]. This shows that S1PR1 defects promote the occurrence of VM, and the knockout of S1PR1 in breast cancer cells increases the number of VMs. More importantly, tumor cells with low S1PR1 expression receive nutrition through VM, and accelerate tumor growth in animal models \[[@CR40]\]. Recent research has shown that S1PR1 signaling is an important vascular factor affecting tumor progression, metastasis, and responses to chemotherapy and immunotherapy \[[@CR33]\]. Strategies to enhance S1PR1 function in the tumor vasculature may enhance the cytotoxic killing effect and chemotherapy effect of targeted anti-cancer therapy.

A limitation of our study was the lack of in vitro and animal experiments to confirm the role of S1PR1 in the growth and progression of breast cancer and lung cancer and its relationship with the infiltration of immune cells in the tumor microenvironment. Therefore, further research is needed to verify the role of S1PR1 in breast cancer and lung cancer using these models.

Conclusions {#Sec23}
===========

In conclusion, decreased S1PR1 expression was related to poor prognosis together with reduction of effect immune cell infiltration in breast and lung cancers. In addition, the down-regulation of S1PR1 may have profound effects on vasculogenic mimicry in tumor microenvironment. Accordingly, S1PR1 presumably plays a critical part in immune infiltration and acts as a prognostic marker in breast cancer and lung cancer.
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**Additional file 1: Figure S1.** Prognostic potential of S1PR1 in different cancers. (a--c) Kaplan-Meier survival curves comparing the high and low expression of S1PR1 in soft tissue cancer (a), blood cancer (b), and brain cancer (c) in the PrognoScan. (d--f) Survival curves of gastric cancer analyzed with mRNA-seq data of TCGA of Kaplan-Meier plotter databases. OS = Overall survival; RFS = Relapse-Free Survival; PPS = Post-progression survival.**Additional file 2: Table S1.** Correlations between S1PR1 and related genes and markers, as evaluated using GEPIA.
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